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ecocritical)readingandrobert)duncan’sbending thebow’ bending the bow - open society foundations bending the bow was produced by the network women’s program and the open society institute’s
communications ofﬁce. the network women’s program is an initiative of the open society institute (osi). osi is a
private operating and grantmaking foundation that develops and implements a range of programs in civil
society, education, media, public health, and human and women’s rights, as ... robert duncan - poems poemhunter - the world surrounding him. he picks up on the fugitive tang of mace amidst the savory mass,
and taste in evolution is an everlasting key. there is a pun of scents in what makes sense. robert duncan’s
poetics of space by - bending the bow, i argue for a conception of space i call temenos, a conception that
allows for a reading of duncan’s poetry in terms of a poetics of space that informs every aspect of his work. i
examine three spaces in particular: the body, the dance-ground, and the household, and through orphic
ecology: melancholy and the poetics of robert duncan - 1 introduction in the introduction to his 1968
text bending the bow, robert duncan announces an urgent impetus for this collection of poems: we enter again
and again the last days of our own history, for theodore roszak coined the term ‘counterculture’ in 1968
... - 2: robert duncan: roots and branches (1964) and bending the bow (1968) 3: joanne kyger, the tapestry
and the web (1965)* and the japan and india journals: 1960-1964 (1981) (re:)working the ground - home springer - (1964), and bending the bow (1968) and at what appeared then to be the height of his career,
robert duncan publicly declared in his revised edition of caesar’s gate (1972) that he would not “issue another
(re:)working the ground - rd.springer - abbreviations works by robert duncan bb bending the bow (1968)
br a book of resemblances: poems: 1950–1953 (1966) cg72 caesar’s gate: poems 1949–50 (1972)
typewriting as war machine: robert duncan between self ... - 2 as noted by robert j. bertholf in robert
duncan: a descriptive bibliography (which incidentally came out of black sparrow press in 1986), duncan’s first
collection, heavenly city earthly city, was a collaboration with his berkeley connection and artist friend, mary
previously uncollected and unpublished writings by robert ... - following bending the bow. i want a time
and a space to work in that will be, as time and space were only in the years before others were interested in
publishing me, the time and space of a life of the 1 editor’s note: twelve typescript pages plus a cover sheet,
the prospectus also contains notes on the zohar, remarks on the work of norman o. brown (at whose invitation
duncan had taught at ... on the outskirts of form - muse.jhu - b 7 a cold war correspondence gender
trouble in the letters of robert duncan and denise levertov bending the bow i’d been in the course of a letter—i
am still robert duncan and gertrude stein from writing writing to ... - volume—letters (1958)—duncan’s
“apprenticeship with stein” ended, after which he embarked on the “major phase of his work,” which includes
the collections the opening of the field (1960), bending the bow (1968), ground arts/english engl 491 4
honours directed reading calendar ... - roots and branches, bending the bow week 4 duncan, robert.
ground work i and ii week 5 duncan, robert. fictive certainties; the hd book week 6 duncan, robert. selected
poems; review and assessment of annotations. week 7 bertholf, robert, ed. scales of the marvelous. week 8
ironwood 22, sagetrieb 4, maps 6 (special journal issues on duncan) week 9 johnson, mark. robert duncan.
week 10 faas ... ta’wīl in the poetry of robert duncan - welcome to uea ... - included in bending the bow
(1968) and in ground work: before the war (1984). considering these considering these poems in relation to
what is perhaps duncan’s defining “erotic” poem—“poem beginning with a line by
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